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1996-2014© are you looking for laboratory glassware and other supplies for amazon.com or its affiliates your home science lab? This chemical equipment set will equip your child for the fun and discovery of conducting practical chemical experiments. Do you want all the basic chemical equipment in one set? Inside, there are real and high
quality labware, chemical glassware, tools: durable glass beekers graduated cylinders for measuring flaskwickless alcohol lamps, test tubes and stand test tubes and test chu black thermometer tube pinch clamp tube rubber pH paper &amp; more! Thus, junior high and high school students can get the experience of working with real
chemical lab equipment (instead of just a few plastic cups and tubes)! In both kits, kids will learn the basics of seven different chemical concepts including weighting, solubility, chemical reactions, electrochemistry, and more! Note: To keep costs low and promote recycling, this basic set of chemical equipment is packed in a shippable and
environmentally friendly cardboard box. Acid-base extraction acid base extraction is a type of liquid-liquid extraction. It usually involves different solubility levels of water and organic solvents. Organic solvent may be a lyquid of a carbon system that does not dissolve very well in water. Common ones are ether, ethyl acetate, or
dichloromethane. Acid base extraction is typically used to separate organic compounds from each other based on their acid base properties. To perform this procedure, you will need a volumeted burette, two clean dry 125 mL Arlenmeier flasks, and one .5 rubber stopper to perform this procedure. The past condensing volatile gases had
to perform a reaction with volatile gases? Cooling bath cold bath is widely used in organic chemistry for various reasons. The low temperature of these baths, the proper use of the solvent, liquid nitrogen, is determined by both cryogenic agents such as dry ice or ice. Temperatures from -20 to -80 degrees can be obtained using various
mixtures of ethylene glycol and ethanol on dry ice. Distillation of the compound is a method of separation,at the boiling point of a coarse mixture. There are several ways to do this. Distillation II distillation is a method of purifying organic compounds. Take advantage of the fact that two different compounds probably have two different
boiling points. Two different liquids are present in a homogeneous mixture (completely admissive or completely mixed like water and alcohol). If they have two different boiling points, one of the compounds evaporates before the other one does. Diethyl ether and toluen are all commonly used solvents and are often required in the form of
anthermay. In some cases, there are multiple ways to dry a particular solvent. Fractional crystal crystals are a method of purifying substances based on differences in solubility. It is counted through the difference in crystallization (crystal formation). If a mixture of two or more substances in the solution is allowed to crystallize, for example,
by reducing the temperature of the solution, the precipitate will contain at least soluble substances. The percentage of components in the precipitation depends on its soluble product. Your first exercise heating the Crucible to a constant weight teaches some skills in proper use of laboratory burners (in this case, called tyrill burners), flame
adjustment and proper placement of crucibles to be heated to a certain weight. Liquid-liquid-extracted liquid-solvent A and B are methods of pulling the compound from solvent A to solvent B that does not mix. The most common method of liquid-liquid extraction is done using separi funnels. Column chromatography in solvent distribution
(liquid-liquid extraction) packing column chemistry is a chromatography method used to purify individual chemical compounds from compound mixtures. This is often used for preparation applications on scales from micrograms to kilograms. When the precipitate from the equal solution is produced over a long period of time in a uniform
solution, the level of supersaturation is low, usually compact crystal precipitation occurs instead of coagulation colloids. Suspension of the resulting precipitate is compact and easy to filter crystalline, precipitates formed by adding a precipitate is not easily filtered for high levels of relative supersaturation at the point where the reagent is
added. The filter paper fragment for insertion into the preparation cone filter of the filter paper consists of a set of simple steps shown in the following six photos. Appropriate volume analysis of the bletUses a 50 mL burette. Proper use of the desiccator A desiccator is an airtight container that maintains a low humidity atmosphere by using
the appropriate desiccant that occupies the bottom of the desiccator. It is used for both cooling heated products and storage of dried products that should not be exposed to moisture normally present in the atmosphere. Proper use of balance For a successful chemical reaction, the reactance must be added with an accurate and specific
mass, and the product must be weighed accurately at the end of the reaction. Therefore, balance is very important in chemical laboratories. Reaction to burn the ware reaction reaction is to deactivate the unreacted reagent. Recrystography (Advantage) This technique is no longer as widely used as it was before the advent of flash
chromatography, but is still very useful! Reflux reflux is a technique that includes condensation of steam and the return of this condensate to the system in which it occurred. It is used in industrial and laboratory distillation. It is also used in chemistry to supply heat to the reaction over a long period of time. Rotary evaporation Rotary
evaporation is the process of reducing the volume of a solvent by distributing it as a thin film inside the container at a high temperature and lowering the pressure. This allows excessive solvents to be quickly removed from low-volatile samples. Most rotary evaporators have four main components: heat bath, rotor, condenser and solvent
trap. Aspirats or vacuum pumps must be installed, as well as bump traps and round bottom flasks containing concentrated samples. Thin layer chromatography thin layer chromatography (TLC) is a chromatography technique used to separate the components of the mixture using a thin steady-state phase supported by inert backing. Or
carried out on an analytical scale as a means of monitoring the progress of the reaction, it can be carried out at a preparation scale for purifying a small amount of compounds. TLC is a widely used analysis tool due to its simplicity, relative low cost, high sensitivity and speed of separation. Chromatography column chromatography I:
TLCTitrationTitrationTITration is a slow addition of one solution of a known concentration (called titration) to a known volume of known solutions of unknown concentrations until the reaction reaches the cooling, often indicated by changes in color. A solution called titrant must meet the requirements required for primary or secondary
standards. In a broad sense, titring is a technique for determining the concentration of unknown solutions. The use of volumetric PuppetVolumetric glass products is possible for good volume measurement in four valid girders and is consequently expensive. This type of processing should be handled with caution.Try to minimize damage
loss. Pay special attention to the tip of the pipette or burette. Vacuum equipment Vacuum equipment is used to generate, maintain, and operate pressures below that of the surrounding atmosphere. Many common lab procedures require vacuum conditions such as purging inert gases, cannulation, and evaporation of solvents. Vacuum
equipment often require special care to maintain. Vacuum filtration suction filtration is a chemical laboratory technology that allows for higher filtration rates. On the other hand, in normal filtration gravity, it provides the force to pull out the liquid through the filter paper, and the pressure gradient in suction performs this function. It has the
advantage of providing a variable rate depending on the strength of the pump used to extract air from the Buchner flask. Flask.
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